
 

Question: 1 
   
Your organization is planning for a periodic counting of individual items automatically throughout the 
course of the year. As part of this activity, the user has loaded items to the cycle count but some of the 
items are not being considered when count schedules and count sequences are not generated. 
Identify two reasons that explain why the items are not being considered. 
 
A.  The ABC assignment group is not defined. 
B.  The Include in Schedule option is not selected to include the item for auto-scheduling. 
C.  The Cycle Count Enabled flag is not selected for the inventory organization. 
D.  The Cycle Count Enabled flag is not selected for the item. 
E.  The approval controls are not set up. 
 

Answer: D E     
 

Question: 2 
   
Given the code fragment: 
How can you get all property names of a JMS message in the JMS consumer onMessage operation? 
 
A.  String [] props = msg.getPropertyNames(); 
B.  Enumeration props = msg.getPropertyNames();. Iterator props = msg.getPropertyNames(); 
C.  List<String> props = msg.getProperties(); 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 3 
   
Which class do you use to handle an incoming JSON Message as a stream? 
 
A.  JsonReader  
B.  JsonObjectBuilder 
C.  JsonParser 
D.  JsonObject 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 4 
   
Given the JPQL code fragment: 
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Select pub.title, pub.author, pub.pages FROM Publisher pub 
Which two clauses do you add to this JPQL query to retrieve only those books with between 500 and 
750 total pages? (Choose two.) 
 
A.  WHERE MIN(pages) >= 500 AND MAX(pages) <= 750 
B.  WHERE pub.pages <= 500 OR pub.pages >= 750 
C.  WHERE pub.pages BETWEEN 500 AND 750 
D.  WHERE pub.pages <= 500 AND pub.pages >=750 
 

Answer: A B     
 

Question: 5 
   
Which annotation allows a request to be executed with another Principal’s identity? 
 
A.  It is not possible to execute a request with another Principal’s identity. 
B.  @UseIdentity 
C.  @RolesAllowed 
D.  @Runs 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 6 
   
What does the system do if you have not entered a count for a tag during physical inventory process? 
 
A.  It will adjust your on-hand balances down to zero quantity. 
B.  You will not be able to post without a quantity for every tag. 
C.  Any adjustment will be rejected. 
D.  It will consider the current system quantity. 
E.  A warehouse person will be notified. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 7 
   
You have orders that were due for shipping last week, but as for now they have not been shipped. 
Which dashboard should you check at the end of the day to determine which orders have been shipped? 
 
A.  Past Due Shipments 
B.  Orders Completed in Full 
C.  Past Due, Completed Today 
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D.  Due Today, Not Completed 
E.  Past Due, Not Completed 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 8 
   
Which three applications originate a buy request that is received by supply chain orchestration? 
 
A.  Purchasing 
B.  Inventory 
C.  Order Management 
D.  Planning 
E.  Self Service Procurement 
F.  Accounts Payable 
 

Answer: B C D     
 

Question: 9 
   
In the Back-to-Back (B2B) Order to Cash flow, ordered items are purchased from a supplier. The Sourcing 
Rules have been defined for the item and the buy flow has been initiated. The sales order line is shown 
as Awaiting Shipping and the supply line status is in “Purchasing” with the supply order generated but 
the purchase requisition not generating. 
What is the reason? 
 
A.  The sourcing rule is incorrect. 
B.  Supply order is generated with exceptions.  
C.  Prepare is not valid. 
D.  No Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) exists for this supplier-item combination. 
E.  Buy requests originate from Order Management. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 10 
   
Your organization has lot controlled and nonlot controlled material and stores all defective material in a 
subinventory called “Defect”. The organization does not want defective material to be available for 
reservations or for subsequent shipping to customers. 
Which option satisfies this requirement? 
 
A.  Tag the lot as defective product. 
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B.  Disallow all inventory transactions for the subinventory “Defect”. 
C.  Put a hold on the lot. 
D.  Assign the subinventory a material status that disallows reservations and allows subinventory 
transfers and issues to scrap. 
E.  Assign the lot a material status that disallows reservations and allows subinventory transfers and 
issues to scrap. 
 

Answer: D     
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